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A NEW SKI TOURING COLLECTION 

SENJA – DEVELOPED FOR 
DEMANDING ASCENTS 
AND THRILLING DESCENTS! 
 
Bergans Senja collection is exclusively designed to maximize your comfort and 
safety when you are ski touring. Thanks to over 50 years of mountain skiing 
experience, Norwegian designers know the tiny details that can often make the 
difference. With Senja, they present a collection of quality products made from the 
best technical fabrics available. 
 
Maximum precision fit - Those seeking to develop their sport need clothing that 
accompanies their every move. Numerous tests on athletes to evaluate each 
product in the collection led to the development of maximum precision fit, with 
nothing left to chance. 
 
Fresh wind - Ascents up steep slopes are physically challenging. Heart rates and 
body temperature rise inside the garment. This leads rapidly to perspiring, and 
athletes require a breathable fabric to cool them down. This is why breathability 
and circulation were top concerns in the development of the Senja collection. What 
else? Of course, packability, so the product takes up only minimal backpack space. 
 
Only the best – Ski touring often takes place in rugged environments and 
challenging weather. Products developed for mountain skiing can have a direct 
impact on the athlete’s safety. For this reason, strict demands are made on the 
materials they use. These must be highly durable and long lasting, offering first-rate 
functionality.  
 
 

SENJA HYBRID SOFTSHELL JACKET 

And a hybrid softshell jacket like the new Senja hybrid softshell jacket should be in 
every ski tourers collection. With its combination of two light and highly stretchable 
softshell fabrics, the new Senja Hybrid Softshell Jacket offers maximum freedom of 
movement and outstanding temperature regulation. The softshell fabric sewn into 
the hood and shoulder area is waterproof, while the softshell fabric used in the seat 
and underarm areas is highly breathable. Both fabrics adjust to movements, 
providing maximum freedom of movement. Thoughtful details such as two large 
zippered front pockets, pit zips, reflectors and an extended back section round out 
the softshell jacket’s features, quickly making it the absolute favorite for ski touring. 
Sale price: €300 
 

SENJA MIDLAYER HOOD JACKET 
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With its combination of two high-tech fabrics, the Senja Midlayer Hood Jacket will 
quickly become the most popular midlayer when you are ski touring. The jacket 
scores points with its ultra-light, windproof and water-repellent polyamide weave 
lined at the most exposed areas such as the shoulders and upper arms with 
insulating Clo® Eco Vivo. The lower seat area is fitted with Pontetorto 
Tecnostretch®, boasting excellent moisture-wicking and quick-drying qualities. 
Shoulder and side seams are offset to the back for increased comfort when carrying 
a backpack and to minimize friction. The Senja midlayer hood jacket also features an 
impressive, tightly fitting hood and a highly protective raised collar. Sale price: €170 
 
 
 
 

SENJA 3L PANT 

In developing functional shell clothing for ski touring, it is important to find the 
intersection between light weight, weather protection and breathability on one side 
and durability and features on the other. Senja 3L Pants master this challenge by 
combining two types of excellent Dermizax®NX shell fabrics. Both offer outstanding 
weather protection and moisture wicking. Long breather zippers with three push 
strips along the sides of the pant legs ensure maximum circulation in any situation. 
The zippers facilitate changing in and out of the pants without the need to remove 
boots. Velcro fasteners on the waistband ensure easy size adjustment. Senja 3L 
Pants are also feature an inner pocket with safety insertion protector, zip pockets in 
front and gaiters attached to the inner lining. Sale price: €360 
 
 
 
 

SENJA DOWN LIGHT JACKET WITH HOOD 

The Senja Down Light W Jacket was developed with a focus on warmth, light weight 
and compressibility. The Pertex Quantum® fabric is windproof and water-repellent. 
The individual cells are filled with RDS-certified down. A high collar and helmet-
accommodating hood offer perfect protection for the neck and head. Shoulder and 
side seams are offset to the back for increased comfort when carrying a backpack 
and to minimize friction. The product contains bluesign®-approved fabrics and 
trimmings. Additional equipment features: One of the front pockets can be used as a 
compression pocket. Elastic bands at the wrist and hem, extended back. Sale price: 
€280 
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